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If you were to write a Newspaper Headline that summarized your 2022, what would it say?



 

 

C O M P A S S

If you were to write a Newspaper Headline that summarized your 2023, what would it say?





W H E E L  O F  L I F E

What does success look l ike in  PHYSICAL Health?

12 MONTH GOALS

12 WEEK GOALS



W H E E L  O F  L I F E

What does success look l ike in  your MENTAL health?

12 MONTH GOALS

12 WEEK GOALS



W H E E L  O F  L I F E

What does success look l ike in  PERSONAL/JOY?

12 MONTH GOALS

12 WEEK GOALS



W H E E L  O F  L I F E

What does success look l ike in  your BUSINESS?

12 MONTH GOALS

12 WEEK GOALS



W H E E L  O F  L I F E

What does success look l ike in  your FAMILY?

12 MONTH GOALS

12 WEEK GOALS



W H E E L  O F  L I F E

What does success look l ike with your FRIENDS?

12 MONTH GOALS

12 WEEK GOALS



W H E E L  O F  L I F E

What does success look l ike in  your SPIRITUAL l i fe?

12 MONTH GOALS

12 WEEK GOALS



W H E E L  O F  L I F E

What does success look l ike in  your FINANCES?

12 MONTH GOALS

12 WEEK GOALS



Notes: 
___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

S T R U C T U R E



S T R U C T U R E

I __________________ will stick to this schedule for my week and
will remain discipline to my empowering habits. 

If I am to not complete this one day of the week I
__________________ will never let it go more than 1 day without
following through with my commitments.

I acknowledge it will not be easy to stick to these empowering
habits daily but I will do it because   I understand to achieve
this ideal day I must (who do you have to become)

1-________________________
2-________________________
3-________________________
4-________________________

I commit to myself and those it affects and I take complete
ownership and responsibility to hit my empowering habits
daily.

Signature: _________________________
Date:__________________________



S T R U C T U R E

RELATIONSHIP DEPOSIT OR WITHDRAWL

Who?

Who?

Who?

Who?

Who?

Who?

Who?

Who?

Who?

Who?

Who?

Who?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming.(Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form) The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why
is it Important? -

Business

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming.(Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form) The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why
is it Important? -

Business

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming.(Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form) The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why
is it Important? -

Business

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is
it important?

Personal/Joy

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is
it important?

Personal/Joy

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is
it important?

Personal/Joy

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is
it important?

Financial

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is
it important?

Financial

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is
it important?

Financial

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is
it important?

Relationship

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is
it important?

Relationship

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is
it important?

Relationship

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is it
important?

Health-
Mental/Physical

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is it
important?

Health-
Mental/Physical

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why is it
important?

Health-
Mental/Physical

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why
is it important?

Spiritual

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why
is it important?

Spiritual

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



Now, take those corresponding goals, and break them down Into 
tactics - The more specific and measurable the tactics are, the 
better your chance of completing them. You will assign tactics (in 
the most logical order) to the 12 weeks in your plan. Some weeks 
may have a few tactics to manage and some weeks may only have 
one big one. 

The final step is to evaluate the week that’s past and prepare for
the week that’s coming (Weekly Reflection Form and Progression
Form). The equation for scoring your week is really simple:

# of action items completed (by your own measure of success) / #
of total action items listed for that week = Your Execution Score
(%)

If you score higher than 85% — you can adjust the plan (only if you
find that it is not producing the results you had hoped for,
otherwise stay the course).

If you score lower than 85% — you didn’t execute on enough of the
plan to know if it was working. Leave the plan alone and have a
chat with the person in the mirror.

12 Week Goal/Why
is it important?

Spiritual

Stepping Stone 
Goal

Start Date
or

End Date

Is It In Your 
Calendar?

Was It
Done?



W H A T  I S  Y O U R  I N C O M E  G O A L ?

Per month $_______________________ Per year $_______________________

Closing per month:_________________ Closing per year:_________________

W H A T  A R E  Y O U R  4  P I L L A R S  O F  I N C O M E ?

_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________





My Net Income Goal for the year: $_______________

My Expenses: $_______________

My Gross: $_______________

1. My closed commission (GCI) goal for the year: $_______________

2. My average commission per side (unit) will be: $_______________

3. The number of closed sales (sides) necessary to achieve my income goal (#1

divided by #2): _______________

4. My projected closings will come from: A. Listings sold: ________________ B.

Buyers sold: ________________

5. Projecting that ___________% of my listings will sell, the number of listings I will

need to take in will be (#4A divided by the % of #5):________________

6. Considering that ______% of my buyer contracts will cancel, I will need to

write a total number of (#4B divided by (100% minus the % of #6)):

________________

7. Since I plan to get listings on ______% of my listing appointments, I will need to

go on the following number of listing appointments (#5 divided by the % of #7):

________________

8. Since I sell a home to _______% of the buyers I work with, I will need to work

with the following number of new buyers (#6 divided by the % of

#8):________________

9. My total number of appointments needs to be: Listing appointments ________

Per Month ___________Per Week New Buyers ________ Per Month

___________Per Week Total ________ Per Month ___________Per Week



Monthly email
Quarterly mail
Call once a month

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

Maintain destination website
Add more than six photos of each listing
Publish open houses weekly
Publish featured properties
Use personalized auto-responders
Utilize Vanity and Content site
Utilize stealth sites (CMA's FSBO Branding 
here is minor)

Continual monthly contact system
Personal phone call 4 times a year
Birthdays and Anniversaries
One letter a month
______________________________

______________________________

Geographic Farming
For Sale By Owner
Expired Listings
Out of Town agents
First time home buyers
Social Networking (Facebook, Twitter etc.)
Referral networks and clubs
Out of town buyers
Relocation resources

______________________________
______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

Consciously collect email addresses
Return e-mail in a timely fashion
Have multiple websites
Include esignature with call to action
Give away something of value
Capture email for drip campaigns
Brand your own name (not @gmail
but @yourcompany or @your company

______________________________
______________________________

______________________________

Read four business books this year
Attend a minimum of four seminars a year
Attend national conventions such as NAR
Foster relationships with agents who are 
where you want to be (financially, lifestyle, 
transactions)
Mentor with agents who are where you 
want to be income, lifestyle and 
transaction-wise

______________________________
______________________________

______________________________



Write down all the words or phrases that describe the character traits you 
value the most.
There are no wrong answers. If it’s important to you, write it down

________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Now, read through your list and carefully consider how each one fits you. 
Cross off words one by one until you are left with the handful that you identify 
with most strongly. 
Be intentional. The remaining words will be your core values — the qualities that 
are truly the most important to you, that truly define who you are. We suggest 
that you have five to ten core values.
Write your chosen core values in the provided space. You may choose to 
incorporate each word into a sentence, or you can keep it simple and just use 
the word itself.

________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________












